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Relation between geometric phases of entangled bipartite systems and their subsystems
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This paper focuses on the geometric phase of entangled states of bipartite systems under bilocal unitary
evolution. We investigate the relation between the geometric phase of the system and those of the subsystems.
It is shown that~1! the geometric phase of cyclic entangled states with nondegenerate eigenvalues can always
be decomposed into a sum of weighted nonmodular pure state phases pertaining to the separable components
of the Schmidt decomposition, although the same cannot be said in the noncyclic case, and~2! the geometric
phase of the mixed state of one subsystem is generally different from that of the entangled state even if the
other subsystem is kept fixed, but the two phases are the same when the evolution operator satisfies conditions
where each component in the Schmidt decomposition is parallel transported.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1984, Berry @1# proposed in a seminal paper that
quantum system in a pure state undergoing adiabatic cy
evolution acquires a geometric phase. This discovery
prompted a myriad of activities on various aspects of
geometric phase in many areas of physics ranging from
tical fibers to anyons. Simon@2# subsequently recast th
mathematical formalism of Berry’s phase within the la
guage of differential geometry and fiber bundles. While it
possible to consider Berry’s phase under adiabatic evolut
the extension to nonadiabatic evolution is usually nontriv
The general formalism for the nonadiabatic extension w
formulated by Aharonov and Anandan@3,4#. Samuel and
Bhandari@5# further generalized the geometric phase by
tending it to noncyclic evolution and sequential measu
ments. Further relaxations of the adiabatic, unitary, and
clic properties of the evolution have since been carried
@6–8#.

The concept of the geometric phase of mixed states
also been developed. Uhlmann@9# addressed this issu
within the mathematical context of purification. Sjo¨qvist
et al. @10# introduced a formalism that defines the mix
state geometric phase within the experimental context
quantum interferometry. As pointed out by Slater@11#, these
two approaches are not equivalent, and Ericssonet al. @12#
have recently shown that the parallel transport conditi
used in the two approaches lead to generically distinct ph
holonomy effects for entangled systems undergoing cer
local unitary transformations. Singhet al. @13# have given a
kinematic formalism of the mixed state geometric phase w
nondegenerate eigenvalues and generalized the analys
Ref. @10# to degenerate states. Extensions of Ref.@10# to the
off-diagonal case@14# and completely positive maps@15#
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have also been given. An experimental test of Ref.@10# in the
qubit case has been reported@16#, using nuclear magnetic
resonance technique.

The geometric phase of entangled states should be ano
issue worthy of attention. It may have a potential applicat
in holonomic quantum computation since the study of e
tangled spin systems effectively allows us to contemplate
design of a solid state quantum computer@17#. Moreover, it
has been found that one could in principle devise more
bust fault-tolerant quantum computation using the notion
geometric phase in designing a conditional phase shift g
@18–20#. Since the geometric phase depends solely on
geometry of the intrinsic spin space, it is deemed to be l
susceptible to noise from the environment. As for the g
metric phase of entangled states itself, Sjo¨qvist @21# consid-
ered the geometric phase for a pair of entangled spin-1

2 sys-
tems in a time-independent uniform magnetic field, and
relative phase for polarization-entangled two-photon syste
was considered by Hessmo and Sjo¨qvist @22#. Tong et al.
@23# calculated the geometric phase for a pair of entang
spin-12 systems in a rotating magnetic field. Another intere
ing question, which was mentioned in previous papers
has not been completely discussed, is the relation betw
the geometric phase of the entangled state and those o
subsystems.

In this paper, we consider a general entangled bipar
system under an arbitrary bilocal unitary evolution. We e
tend the conclusions obtained from the special mode in@23#
to the general case. That is, we prove that the geome
phase for cyclic entangled states with nondegenerate ei
values under bilocal unitary evolution can always be deco
posed into a sum of weighted nonmodular pure state ph
pertaining to the separable components of the Schmidt
composition, irrespective of the forms of the local evoluti
operators. However, we also see that this property does
manifest itself in the case of noncyclic evolutions. Moreov
we investigate the relation between the geometric phas
pure entangled states of the system and that of mixed s
of the subsystem and conclude that the geometric phas
©2003 The American Physical Society06-1
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mixed states of one subsystem is different from that of
tangled states in general even if we do not act on the o
subsystem. We also point out that the two phases are e
when the evolution operator acts only on the considered s
system and satisfies conditions where each pure state
ponent of the Schmidt decomposition is parallel transpor

II. NONCYCLIC GEOMETRIC PHASE
OF THE ENTANGLED STATE

We begin by considering a quantum systemS consisting
of two subsystemsSa and Sb subject to the bilocal unitary
evolutionU(t)5Ua(t) ^ Ub(t). The states of the system be
long to the Hilbert spaceH5Ha^ Hb , whereHa andHb are
two complex Hilbert spaces with dimensionsNa and Nb ,
respectively. Vectors inHa^ Hb can be expanded as Schmi
decompositions. Thus, any normalized initial state of the s
tem can be written as

uC~0!&5 (
i 51

N

Api um i& ^ un i&, ~1!

where um i& and un i& are orthonormal bases ofHa and Hb ,
respectively,N5min$Na ,Nb%, and the Schmidt coefficient
$pi% satisfy p11•••1pN51. WhenUa(t) ^ Ub(t) acts on
uC(0)&, we obtain

uC~ t !&5 (
i 51

N

Api um i8~ t !& ^ un i8~ t !&, ~2!

whereum i8(t)&5Ua(t)um i& and un i8(t)&5Ub(t)un i&.
Since uC(t)& is a pure state, its geometric phase can

obtained by removing the dynamical phase from the to
phase. As we know, when a pure state evolves fromt50 to
t5t along a pathC in projective Hilbert space, the nonadia
batic geometric phase can be obtained asg(t)5a(t)
2b(t) with total phasea(t)5 arg^C(0)uC(t)& and dy-
namical phaseb(t)52 i *0

t ^C(t)uĊ(t)&dt. Hereafter, we
usea, b, andg to mark the total, dynamical, and geometr
phases, respectively; and we uset, t, and T to represent
instantaneous time, finite time, and the period of cyclic e
lution, respectively. With Eqs.~1! and ~2!, we obtain the
total, dynamical, and geometric phases of the entangled
uC(t)& under a bilocal unitary evolutionUa(t) ^ Ub(t) as

aab~t!5 arg (
i , j 51

N

Apipj^m i uUa~t!um j&^n i uUb~t!un j&,

~3!

bab~t!5 (
i 51

N

pi S 2 i E
0

t

^m i uUa
†~ t !U̇a~ t !um i&dtD

1 (
i 51

N

pi S 2 i E
0

t

^n i uUb
†~ t !U̇b~ t !un i&dtD , ~4!

gab~t!5aab~t!2bab~t!. ~5!
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Equation~4! entails that the dynamical phase can always
separated into two parts corresponding to the evolution
each of the subsystemsSa andSb . However, the total phase
as well as the geometric phase cannot be separated into
parts in general. The latter observation arises primarily fr
the entanglement of the two subsystems.

III. CYCLIC GEOMETRIC PHASE
OF ENTANGLED STATES

In this section, we specialize the above discussion to
clic states with nondegenerate Schmidt coefficientspi . Such
states are characterized by the existence of a periodT such
that

uC~T!&5eiaab(T)uC~0!&, ~6!

that is,

(
i 51

N

Api um i8~T!& ^ un i8~T!&5eiaab(T) (
i 51

N

Api um i& ^ un i&.

~7!

As Ua(T) and Ub(T) are unitary, the vectorsum i8(T)& and
un i8(T)& are also orthonormal bases ofHa andHb , respec-
tively. Moreover, under the consideration that thepi ’s are
nondegenerate, i.e., thatpiÞpj for all pairs i , j Þ i , the
Schmidt decomposition is unique. So we haveum i8(T)&
^ un i8(T)&5eiaab(T)um i& ^ un i&, which implies

aab~T!5 arg@^m i uUa~T!um i&^n i uUb~T!un i&#, ~8!

where argP@0,2p). Since the left-hand side of Eq.~8! is
independent of the summation indexi , aab(T) can be writ-
ten as

aab~T!5 (
i 51

N

pi arg@^m i uUa~T!um i&^n i uUb~T!un i&#

5 (
i 51

N

pi@ arg^m i uUa~T!um i&

1 arg^n i uUb~T!un i&12pñi # , ~9!

whereñi are integers chosen as

ñi

5H 0 if arg^m i uUa~T!um i&1 arg^n i uUb~T!un i&,2p,

21 if arg^m i uUa~T!um i&1 arg^n i uUb~T!un i&>2p.

~10!

Substituting Eqs.~4! and ~9! into Eq. ~5! yields

gab~T!5 (
i 51

N

pi@gai~T!1gbi~T!12pni #, ~11!

where
6-2
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RELATION BETWEEN GEOMETRIC PHASES OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 68, 022106 ~2003!
gai~T!5 arg~^m i uUa~T!um i&e
2 *0

T ^m i uUa
†(t)U̇a(t)um i &dt!,

gbi~T!5 arg~^n i uUb~T!un i&e
2 *0

T ^n i uUb
†(t)U̇b(t)un i &dt!

~12!

are just the 2p-modular geometric phases of the pure sta
um i& and un i&, respectively. The ‘‘winding numbers’’ni are
integers and originate from the nonmodular nature of
pure state dynamical phases@6# and the integersñi . Equa-
tion ~11! shows that the cyclic geometric phase for nond
generate entangled states under a bilocal unitary evolu
can always be decomposed into a sum of weighted pure
phases pertaining to the evolution of each Schmidt com
nent. This is primarily a result of the uniqueness of t
Schmidt decomposition, which entails that the Schmidt ba
of the initial and final states must be identical if allpi are
different.

The contribution from the nonmodular nature of the d
namical phases to the winding numbersni can be determined
in a history-dependent manner@24,25# by continuously
monitoring the dynamical phase for each separate compo
of the Schmidt decomposition on the time interval@0,T#. In
such a procedure, each 2pni is the modulus 2p remainder of
the corresponding dynamical phase.

To illustrate the significance of the winding numbers, co
sider a pair of qubits~two-level systems! initially in the en-
tangled state

uC~0!&5Ap0u0a& ^ u0b&1Ap1u1a& ^ u1b& ~13!

with p0Þp1, and evolving under the influence of the tim
independent Hamiltonian

H5\vu1a&^1au ^ I b ~14!

with v.0 and I b the identity operator onHb . As the
Schmidt componentsu0a& ^ u0b& and u1a& ^ u1b& are eigen-
states of H, their corresponding 2p-modular geometric
phases$ga0 ,gb0% and $ga1 ,gb1% all vanish. However, they
acquire different dynamical phases causing a nontrivial e
lution of the entangled state. For one cycleT52p/v one
obtainsn050 andn151, yielding the total geometric phas

gab~T!52pp1 , ~15!

which is nontrivial for entangled states.

IV. COMPARING THE PHASE OF ENTANGLED STATES
WITH THAT OF MIXED STATES

The above result concerning the phase of cyclic entang
states may provide some insight regarding the geome
phase of mixed states. Certainly, the state given by Eq.~2! is
a pure state with density matrixrab(t)5uC(t)&^C(t)u.
However, if we trace out the state of the subsystemSb , we
obtain the reduced density matrixra corresponding to mixed
states of the subsystemSa . From the reduced density matrix
we can deduce the geometric phasega

M(T) of a mixed state.
Here, we wish to examine, in the case whereUb(t) is the
02210
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M(T).

From Eqs.~1! and ~2!, tracing out the state of the sub
systemSb , we obtain the evolution of the reduced dens
matrix for subsystemSa as

ra~ t !5Ua~ t !ra~0!Ua
†~ t ! ~16!

with

ra~0!5 (
i 51

N

pi um i&^m i u. ~17!

For nondegeneratepi , the geometric phase ofra(t) is found
as @10,13#

ga
M~t!5 argS (

i 51

N

pi^m i uUa~t!um i&e
2 *0

t ^m i uUa
†(t)U̇a~ t)um i &dtD .

~18!

This expression is valid for both cyclic and noncyclic stat
In the cyclic caset5T we havez^m i uUa(T)um i& z51, and the
above equation can be written as

ga
M~T!5 argS (

i 51

N

pie
igai(T)D , ~19!

wheregai(T) is the geometric phase of the pure stateum i&.
Comparing Eq.~19! with Eq. ~11! for Ub(t)5I b , we find
ga

M(T)Þgab(T). Thus, the cyclic geometric phase of th
whole system is in general different from that of the mix
state of the considered subsystem, basically because
former is a weighted sum of pure state phases while the la
is a weighted sum of pure state phase factors.

Similarly, for noncyclic evolution with U(t)5Ua(t)
^ I b , we have in general

gab~t![ga~t!

5 arg(
i 51

N

pi^m i uUa~t!um i&

1 i E
0

t

(
i 51

N

pi^m i uUa
†~ t !U̇a~ t !um i&dt ~20!

and

ga
M~t!5 argS (

i 51

N

pi z^m i uUa~t!um i& zeigai(t)D . ~21!

Thus, the geometric phase of the systemS is dependent upon
um i& of the subsystemSa but independent ofun i& of Sb . Only
the evolution of the subsystemSa contributes to the geomet
ric phase of the pure state system. Yet we find that, eve
the case when the system’s geometric phase is comple
determined by the evolution of the subsystemSa and the
Schmidt coefficients$pi%, ga(t) is generally different from
ga

M(t) in both the cyclic and noncyclic case. It may see
unexpected, because only the subsystemSa experiences a
unitary evolution while the subsystemSb is unaffected. The
6-3
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geometric phase of the systemS is attributed toUa(t) only,
and it seems natural to expect the phase obtained by
system to be same as that obtained by the subsystemSa ,
while regarding it as mixed state. However, they are diff
ent. This shows that the geometric phase of an entan
bipartite system is always affected by both subsystems.

V. PHASE RELATIONS UNDER PARALLEL
TRANSPORT CONDITIONS

In this section, we again restrict our discussion to the c
whereU(t)5Ua(t) ^ I b . As pointed out above, even in th
case, the geometric phase of the system, which is determ
only by the evolution of the subsystemSa and the Schmidt
coefficients$pi%, is generally different from that of the cor
responding mixed state. We now try to find the reason for
difference and give conditions under which the two pha
are equal.

Under the evolutionU(t)5Ua(t) ^ I b , the state of the
whole system is uC(t)&5 ( i 51

N Api@Ua(t)um i&] ^ un i&,
which can also be expressed as the density matrix

r~ t !5 (
i 51

N

Apipj@Ua~ t !um i&^m j uUa
†~ t !# ^ un i&^n j u.

~22!

The corresponding mixed state of the subsystemSa is

ra~ t !5Trbr~ t !5 (
i 51

N

piUa~ t !um i&^m i uUa
†~ t !. ~23!

WhenUa(t) is given, the statesr(t) andra(t) are definite,
but whenr(t) or ra(t) is given, the evolution operator is no
unique. That is, for a given path in state space, there
infinitely many unitary operators that realize the same p
and so give the same geometric phase. All the operators f
an equivalence set: two evolution operators are ‘‘equivale
if and only if they realize the same path. If we know any o
operator out of the equivalence set, sayŨa(t), we can write
down all the operators of the set. Forr(t), the equivalence
set is

S15$Ũa~ t !eiu(t)%, ~24!

where u(t) is an arbitrary real-valued gauge function oft
with u(0)50. For the statera(t), the equivalence set is

S25H Ũa~ t ! (
i 51

N

eiu i (t)um i&^m i uJ , ~25!

where u i(t), i 51,2, . . . ,N, are arbitrary real-valued gaug
functions of t with u i(0)50. We see that the two sets a
different in general andS1,S2, which shows that the evo
lution operators that give the same path forra(t) may give
different paths forr(t). So the two kinds of geometric
phasesga(t) andga

M(t) cannot be the same in general, ot
erwise they would be associated with the same equivale
sets of evolution operators. To see exactly the difference
tween the two phases, we substitute
02210
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Ua~ t !5Ũa~ t ! (
i 51

N

eiu i (t)um i&^m i u ~26!

into Eqs.~18! and ~20!, respectively, and get

ga
M~t!5 argS (

i 51

N

pi^m i uŨa~t!um i&e
2 *0

t ^m i uŨa
†(t) U̇̃a(t)um i &dtD ,

~27!

ga~t!5 arg(
i 51

N

pi^m i uŨa~t!um i&e
iu i (t)

1 i E
0

t

(
i 51

N

pi^m i uŨa
†~ t !U̇̃a~ t !um i&dt2 (

i 51

N

piu i~t!.

~28!

We see thatga
M(t) is invariant under the choice of the mem

ber in S2, while ga(t) is not as it depends uponu i(t).
With the above analysis, we can conclude that, for a giv

local evolution operatorUa(t), the two phasesga(t) and
ga

M(t) are different in general. But when can they be t
same, that is, for what kinds ofUa(t) can we consider the
two phases to be the same? We prove that when the evolu
operatorUa(t) satisfies ‘‘the stronger parallel transport co
ditions’’ @10#

^m i uUa
†~ t !U̇a~ t !um i&50, i 51,2, . . . ,N, ~29!

the two phases are the same. Substituting Eq.~29! into Eqs.
~18! and ~20!, we find

ga~t!5ga
M~t!5 argS (

i 51

N

pi^m i uUa~t!um i& D ~30!

and

gb~t!5gb
M~t!50. ~31!

Equations~30! and~31! show that the two kinds of geome
ric phase for unitarities of the formUa(t) ^ I b are always the
same when the evolution operatorUa(t) satisfies the stron-
ger parallel transport conditions Eq.~29!.

Substituting Ua(t)5Va(t) ( i 51
N eiu i (t)um i&^m i u into Eq.

~29!, we get the general form of the evolution operators s
isfying the stronger parallel transport conditions

Ua~ t !5Va~ t ! (
i 51

N

um i&^m i ue2 *0
t ^m i uVa

†(t)V̇a(t)um i &dt, ~32!

whereVa(t) is an arbitrary unitary operator. So we see th
whenUa(t) has the form of Eq.~32!, the geometric phase o
the pure state of the system under the evolutionU(t)
5Ua(t) ^ I b is the same as that of the mixed state of su
systemSa under the evolutionUa(t). The phase relations ar
shown as Eqs.~30! and ~31!.

It might also be useful to consider the problem from
operational point of view. Let us first consider the tw
particle Franson type interferometry setup shown in the
6-4
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per panel of Fig. 1, with internal pure stateuC(0)& affected
by Ua(t) ^ I b in the longer arms and by a U(1) shiftx to one
of the shorter arms. To observe the relative phase betw
uC(0)& and uC(t)&5Ua(t) ^ I buC(0)&, we require that the
source produces particle pairs randomly. Then, if the p
ticles arrive at the two detectorsDa andDb simultaneously,
they both take either the upper path or the lower path, so
the intensity detected in coincidence atDa andDb becomes
@22#

Iab} zeixuC~0!&1uC~t!& z2

5212z^C~0!uUa~t!

^ I buC~0!& z cos@x2 arg^C~0!uUa~t! ^ I buC~0!&#.

~33!

Thus, the relative phase arg^C(0)uUa(t) ^ I buC(0)& shifts
the interference oscillations whenx varies. To observe the
phase ofra(t)5TrbuC(t)&^C(t)u acquired by subsystema
alone, we instead use the setup shown in the lower pane
Fig. 1 with the same source but where the subsystemb is
ignored. Here, the output intensity atDa reads@10#

Ia}212uTr@ra~0!Ua~t!#u cos$x2 arg Tr@ra~0!Ua~t!#%.
~34!

Note that Tr@ra(0)Ua(t)#5^C(0)uUa(t) ^ I buC(0)& due to
the triviality of the evolution of theb subsystem.

FIG. 1. Two-particle interferometry setups to measure pha
for internal degrees of freedom in the entangled pure stateuC(0)&.
In the upper panel, the pure state phase arg^C(0)uUa(t)
^ I buC(0)& is measured as a shift in the coincidence interfere
oscillations obtained at detectorsDa and Db by varying the U~1!
phase x. In the lower panel, the mixed state pha
arg Tr@ra(0)Ua(t)#, with ra(0)5TrbuC(0)&^C(0)u the mixed in-
put state of subsystema, is similarly measured as a shift atDa by
ignoring the subsystemb.
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Suppose now that we first arrange these experiment
that Ua(t) yields the pure state parallel transport conditi

^C(0)uUa
†(t)U̇a(t) ^ I buC(0)&50. In this case, the interfer

ence pattern obtained by measuring on both subsystem
coincidence would be shifted by the pure state geome
phasega(t). On other hand, measuring only on subsystema
would yield the same shift, but the interpretation is differe
it is the total phaseaa

M(t) acquired byra(t), which is in
general at variance withga

M(t) as this latter phase is base
upon the stronger parallel transport conditions. The situa
is different when setting upUa(t) so as to parallel transpor
ra(t), i.e., by implementingUa(t) according to Eq.~32!.
Here, the coincidence and marginal interference patterns
shifted by ga(t) and ga

M(t), respectively, in accordanc
with the above analysis.

VI. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS

We have discussed geometric phases of entangled s
of bipartite systems under bilocal unitary evolution and
the mixed states of their subsystems. We draw the follow
conclusions.

~1! The cyclic geometric phase for entangled states w
nondegenerate eigenvalues under bilocal unitary evolu
can always be decomposed into a sum of weighted n
modular pure state phases pertaining to the separable c
ponents of the Schmidt decomposition, irrespective of
forms of the local evolution operators, although the sa
cannot be said for the noncyclic geometric phase.

~2! The mixed state geometric phase of one subsystem
generally different from that of the entangled state even if
other subsystem is kept fixed, although it seems as if the
phases might be the same. However, when the evolution
erator satisfies the stronger parallel transport conditions
mixed states, the two phases are the same, and the ge
forms of the operators are given.

The difference between the geometric phases of bipa
systems and their parts has its primary cause in entanglem
and thus vanishes in the limit of separable states. We h
that the present analysis may trigger multiparticle expe
ments to test the difference between the phases of entan
systems and of their subsystems.
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